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SMALL THINGS BRIGHT AND BEAUTIFUL
The significance of small things is difficult to establish. In
a world that romanticizes bigness, small things have become ‘the last, the least and the lost’. Go to the United
States and feel the overpowering presence of the Big
Macs and popcorn buckets. The Big Guys store, the Big W,
Toys-r-Us and all expressions of the ‘big’ phenomenon.
Even in India, the paradigm of ‘Big’ seems to be catching
on. The Big Bazaar, Mega Mart, seven-seater cars and bigger malls have caught the attention of the urban elite and
the young people. ‘The Bigger the better’ is the maxim that
the world seems to follow. If Charles Darwin were to be
alive today, would he have to change his theory of ‘survival
of the fittest’ to ‘survival of the biggest’? I wonder!
“It’s a small world” is a usage heard commonly only in relation to technology-enabled communication. But there is
greater truth and generality in saying “its a world of small
things”. The hidden beauty of small things lies waiting to
be discovered. We often ignore them in our callousness and
rush. Look around and you will find joy and beauty in small
things. The tiny flowers that bloom on your walkway and
get willingly crushed under your feet. The humming bird
that flits and fleets on the branches of your garden tree.
The tiny hands and feet of a newborn child, nimble, soft
and pure. The small-built men in the circus tent who titillate you to splits, but matter little after the show. The
babies of any species who look so adorable and cute, even
the young one of a donkey. We peer in wonder at miniaturized models of buildings and spaceships when we visit museums. The significance of small things is not just in material objects but also in human interaction, relationships and
family. The child’s prayer, the family meal, the christening
ceremonies and picnics are small events but hold great
significance in our lives. These small events are times of
Gods visitation and must be held with great care, like you
would a crystal bowl. The Booker prize winning book - ‘The
God of small Things’ was a narrative on the joys of family
life in a small insignificant village in Kerala.
History lies studded with numerous examples of small
events that made an impact. History also describes the
feat of small people and small communities in the formation of the world. Preparing for a convocation address to a
school, I discovered the significance of small things in the
Bible. I wish to share with you four small objects to bring
home the importance of small things
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The SA FOV dinner for this
year raised around $14000!
Thank you to all who attended
and to those who gave a donation in lieu of attendance.

1) Sling and Stone:(1st Samuel 13 ) Pitted against a nine
foot giant warrior Goliath, armed in battle fatigues and
trumpeting a shrill war cry, it took David, a small boy with
a small sling and a small stone to bring him down. Even if
you wish to pass it off as a story, the moral enshrined in it
is worth considering. EMPOWERMENT. Gods strength
made perfect in our weakness. We are empowered by Gods
grace to do things beyond our capacity. That is the truth
for all of us.
2) Snack:(John 6) There is another narrative in the Gospels of a twelve year old boy on a picnic who carried a
snack of five loaves and two fish packed exclusively for
him by his mother. Quite likely
she may have told him not to
part with it to anyone but he
surrendered it to the larger
needs of a five thousand people
and found his mite ENHANCED
beyond all imagination
3) Salt:(Mathew 5 vs 13) talks
about this chemical that is effective only when used in small
quantities. Its punch lies in a pinch!
Excess makes it ineffective. Try it in a bowl of soup. When
sprinkled it drowns, dissolves and disappears. In its minuteness lies its flavouring, leavening effect. Salt is an
ENABLER, raising the flavour, making food palatable.
4) Seed: The mustard seed is one of the smallest seeds
known to man. Yet it embodies the awesome capacity of a
tree within it, which in full bloom can bear a million seeds,
and provide place for birds to nest. The seed of a watermelon holds within it a fruit that is several times its size
and weight. EMBODIMENT of huge potential within each
of us waiting to be unleashed in the right environment.
Mahatma Gandhi and Mother Teresa were two small people
who shook the world by their examples. Their servitude
and smallness became their greatness. There are others in
history who though small, conquered their smallness to
transform the world they lived in. Zachhaeus was a small
man to whose house Jesus invited himself. I met an employee in our institution who took an appointment to see me
in my office. She described to me the repeated setbacks
of life and work that made her feel small. She alluded to
the uncaring behaviour of her family doubling her smallness. It made me realize that unknown to us, we may be
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hurting people by our ‘professional’ behaviour. I submit
that part of our mission and mandate is to make the small
feel not-so-small-after-all. CMC did that a few months ago
to empathize and rehabilitate two young bonded labourers
whose hands were chopped off in an act of unkindness. In
having provided them with prosthetic hands, we shared
with them our desire to raise them as human beings worthy to love and be loved.

There are hundreds among us who feel small and are made
to feel small. Can we sieve them out and hold their hands
and tell them of the sling, the stone, the snack, the salt
and the seed. Small things that made a difference!
Small Things Bright and Beautiful, The Lord God made
them all !!!
Sunil Chandy, Director CMC&H
!"#$%%&'()#$*+#$,-(./#(01023(4%+56(789(:6(;<:=>

ESTHER RANI’S BABY
Married! God had finally granted Esther Rani’s prayer. At the age of 32, long after her cousins and girl friends were married, a marriage was arranged for her with Thulasiraman, who was in his late thirties. Esther Rani’s cup was filled to overflowing when she fell
pregnant within the first year of marriage.
The couple live in the Karugamputhur area of Vellore, where the Low Cost Effective Care Unit (LCECU) of CMC work. Thulasiraman has completed his B.Com. However the only job he could get is as a painter, painting walls. He supplements this income
working as a subscription collector for a local cable TV service provider. His mother, Mary, lives with them. She suffers from multiple myloma for which she is undergoing treatment in CMC. Thulasiraman
has two younger brothers who live with their families in other parts of Vellore town. One brother works in a cinema theatre and the other as a construction worker.
For her first pregnancy EstherRani faithfully attended all her anti-natal check
ups at LCECU and was carefully monitored. Since she was older than usual
for a first pregnancy, and as she developed high blood pressure she was
referred to the Main Hospital for her delivery. Here it was decided to induce
the delivery six weeks early because of her age and the danger to her life as a
result of the high blood pressure. She delivered a beautiful baby girl, weighing just 1.38 kg (approximately 3 lbs).

Esther Rani with her tiny daughter

Because the infant was so small she was transferred to the neonatal unit for
extra care. For ten days she was kept in an incubator. She was given intravenous fluids and parenteral nutrition and started on tube feeds on Day two of
life. However she could not tolerate this initially and was not fed for a day.
Full tube feeds were reached on Day Six. When Baby was tolerating feeds
well and gaining weight she could be transferred back to LCECU for further
management. Here Esther Rani and her little daughter remained for a few
days.

As soon as the baby one had put on enough weight , she was allowed home to their welcoming family.
Thulasiraman had saved some money for the delivery. But, unexpectedly, he was being called upon to pay for both his wife’s hospital care as well as the baby. This was quite beyond his financial means. He also had very little family support during the time of
delivery. Esther has a widowed mother. Her elder brother is an auto rickshaw driver. He was able to give some financial support at
the time of delivery. The LCECU Team assessed the family situation and financial capability. Part of the cost of baby’s care was
absorbed by the Neonatal Unit. Esther was also eliglble for concession under CMC’s scheme for those mothers who had their antenatal care in CHAD, RUHSA or LCECU and required special care in the main hospital. Under this scheme CMC would bear
the cost of treatment of the mother and the child after a financial assessment was done and they were found to be in need of support to pay the bill. LCECU helped the family with part of the payment of the cost of drugs. Esther is staying with her mother for
few months and Thulasiraman is looking for a better job. The family will always be grateful for the skilled care and concerned support shown to them by CMC in their hour of need. This was another instance where the systems in place in CMC in both a high
tech unit like the neonatal ICU where the child was given acute expert care, the low cost follow up care in LCECU, the financial
and administrative support from the main hospital and work of the social worker in the community visiting the family and providing
crucial information of the family’s needs, all worked together to help a family going through a very difficult time.
SEPTEMBER, 2014!
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Child Health Department CMC&H Vellore

Donations can now be made online at:! !
http://australianfov.net.au/donations/
Simply and easily make a donation to the work of the Christian Medical College and Hospital, Vellore.
Dr. Ian Roberts-Thomson
8 William St
Hawthorn, SA, 5062
Please accept the enclosed donation of $.................... to the work of the Christian Medical College and Hospital at Vellore, India.
Name..............................................................................................................
Address.............................................................................................................
................................................................................................Post Code.....................
Phone No...............................................
(Donations are tax-deductible if made to the Vellore Christian Medical College and Hospital Support Fund)
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